An estimated 36,000 people read Focus SB / The Inquisitor each week, based on a survey conducted of subscribers. The survey suggests that an average of over 6 people read each copy of Focus SB / The Inquisitor. We currently print around 6,000 copies per week, with returns (unsold copies) under 1,000 papers per week. The readership consists of a variety of readers from low to high income brackets, and occupations that range from blue collar to doctors and lawyers. The e-edition, which is an exact replica of the print paper, is available online at theinquisitor.com, with over 700 online only digital subscribers. Over 1,000 readers subscribe to the printed edition, to be mailed to their home each week. Subscribers are mostly local but we mail papers as far away as California! Focus SB / The Inquisitor is available at over 400 retail locations in Caddo, Bossier, DeSoto and Webster Parishes, which include all Circle K Stores, most Wal-Mart Stores and Dollar General locations, as well as most full service convenience stores. (A listing of these locations is available by request along with zip code distribution).

**Contractual Ad Restrictions:**
* All rates are based on camera ready artwork, provided in PDF, JPEG, or TIF formats.
* (In-house ad design is available for a one-time set up fee of $50 / $35 for ad change re-design.)
* Prices listed are "per advertisement".
* Ads must run consecutively and must not skip, either weekly or monthly. Contract must be completed fully or "open rate" difference will be billed to client.